
What else gains your company?  

Book a free presentation with DEMO 
and see what we can offer you together.  

Ready to manage your 
HR records more efficiently?  

For whom?  

Simple and intuitive to use solution

Streamlined processes and faster workflows for HR and administration departments

Convenience and security - all documents, including signatures, in one place

Reduced costs of handling paper documentation

Convenient online document archiving

Discover the key benefits
of our joint solution.

Full integration of the solution with SAP HCM system

Ready integration of Gavdi eTeczka (Gavdi ePF) 
with SIGNIUS electronic signature 

Full service security, compliance with RODO, eIDAS
and Polish legislation 

Possibility of mass signing (many documents at once)

Document signing by all parties (employer 
and employee) in real time - directly in eTeczka 

The signing process does not require documents
to be sent outside the system - only a hash 
of the document is signed 

All file formats are supported (PDF, Word, Excel, 
xml and others) 

Flexibility of the service - possibility to personalise 
the solution to the organisation's needs

connect@signius.eu
www.signius.eu

office.pl@gavdi.com
www.gavdi.com

Electronic signature directly in eTeczka 
(Gavdi Employee Personnel Files)   

Comprehensive digitisation 
of employee files by Gavdi and SIGNIUS 

A joint solution by Gavdi and SIGNIUS is Gavdi eTeczka (Gavdi ePF) for SAP HCM, which allows employee documents
to be stored in employee personal folders with the option to electronically sign them with a qualified or advanced signature
from SIGNIUS, directly in your organisation's system. 

Already have a Gavdi eTeczka 
(Gavdi Employee Personnel Files)?   

Add a SIGNIUS electronic signature
to your eTeczka.

The SIGNIUS and Gavdi eTeczka (Gavdi ePF)
integration is now ready for immediate implementation

You will gain the ability to quickly and easily sign 
documents online by all employees - directly in eTeczka

Your documents will not leave the company 
environment during the signing process - only the hash
of the document is signed, making the solution 
completely secure

Signed documents will be located in eTeczka 
at all times, as before

Thanks to the customisable service, we can tailor
the signing process to your company's needs 

Streamline and speed up the work 
of your HR department


